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Ownership versus Developmental News Content: An
Analysis of Independent and Conglomerate

Newspapers of India

by JOHN V.
I

VILANILAM
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY

Philadelphia

Background

In June 1972, the Prime Minister of India expressed the
sk

view thaitt the leading newsi;apers_of the country were house magazines

of big industrial houses.
1

The Minister for Information and

'

Broadoasting had already said that the leaking newspapers did not
(

have a commitment to fundamentals for which the nation stood.
2

Government's latest thinking is reflected in'a statement by the

Deputy Minister for Information and Broadcasting, according to which

government is committed to "delink newspapers from big industrial

houses," since seven conglomerate corporations control fifty per cent

of the total newspaper readerdhip in India. 3

Ever since the Publication of 'the Report of the Press Commission

in 1954, such criticisms about the ownership of newspapers have been

expressed by government authorities, journalism eduoators and political

leaders. The Commission, and later on, the Press Council pointed. oat

that the press is not equal to India's social needs as it is in the

hands of people who have no social commitment and whose major interests

are profit - making and the promotion Of their industrial and business

ventures.4 It has also been pointed out that the commercial-minded

industrialist-proprietor, "completely innocent of, his social obligations

eg

Dr. John A. Lent, an expert in Asian mass media, has given me invaluable
guidance in this project. I aim also grateful(to Mr. M. V. Desai, Director,
Indian Institute of Mass Communication, New Deihl, Mr. P. R. R. Sicha,
Senior Research Specialist, AMIC, Singapore, and Mr. C. R. Irani, Managing
Director, Statesman, Calcutta, for expressing their views about developmental
news in answer to-4y queries.
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as a newspaperman," would choose to safeguard his financial interests

and support government policies blindly since he depends on government's

favor for obtaining industrial licenses.5

Many prominent persons in India believe that the press does

mit devote any attention to major problems facing the country such as

family planning, agricultural development'and other developmental needs

of the country.
6

In spite of its capaoitT to ,educate, the press does

not educate or inform the people, but indulge in trivial newsmongering,

the critics say. They also say that press gives too much space and /

undue attention to political factions personal activities of

government officials and ignores develo ental news.
7

All these criticisms boil down this: the press in India is

mostly owned 15y persons who have other Ustrial interests to promote

and does not pay any attention to the vital problems facing the nation.

Purpose- of the studs'

Phrases such as "too much space" and "undue attention" do not

mean much unless tested on the basis of systematic, quantitative analysis.

Those who defend the press
8
and those who condemn it9 do hot have

systematic studies to support their statements. Most of. the critical

opinions have been expressed extempore. Its, therefore, the purpose

of this study to examineone specific probl4M connected with the

ownership and content of the Indian press: Is there any significant

difference between independent newspapers and conglomerate-controlled

newspapers in the quantities of developmental, governmental, and

political news they present?
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review of literature

One problem encountered in this study is the absence of

previous studies. relating to the three categories of news and the

absence of definitions of developmental news. Nair,
10

Simmons et al.,
11

and Rao
12

have studied the role of newspapers in development and

f3modernization of India; Schramm,
13

Lerner,
14

Rogers, Pye,
16

Pool,
17

Frey
18

and Barney,
19

have dealt with development and modernization in

many countries of the world inclining indii. But they have all been

more interested in determining correlations between mass media usage

and national development, than in finding out the actual state of

affairs of the media or in evaluating the 'special responsibilities and

performance ofd the media in developing countries.
20

-A review of. theses

and dissertations does not indicate any study ofthe correlation between

ownership and news content, although a couple of studies devote their

attention to developmental and political news. 21

.Existing literature,
22

therefore, does not reveal any study

capable of giving specific guidance in a study of the correlation

between developmental news content and ownership of newspapers in India.

None of the studies referred to above defines,the term "developmental

news" in the context of development in India, a drawback which this

study attempts to remove.
23,

In this, as in the quantitation of

developmental, governmental and political news in Indian newspapers,

this Study differs from all other studies in the field.

Development journalism and developmental news

In simple terms, development journalism is journalism that

deals with the process,of development in developingliations. A developing

r-t)
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nation is defined by the United Nations as a country whose people

have an annual per capita income less than 300 dollars, a definition

ac4epted by many scholars including Schramm, who also believes that

a country may be tar more advanced than the rest of the world in its

arts, culture or philosophy and,yet be economically underdeveloped.
24

Most scholars agree that development journalism is journalism relating

to the projects and programs launched in an economically backward

country to proVide certain minimum living standards to its people.
25

A newspaper in a developing country ought to turn its

attention quite frequently to various problems facing thit country

instead of being obsessed with the idea of attaining certain journalistic

standards relevant to economically welldeveloped nations of the world.

there are major problems facing India at the present time, such as

agricultural development, family planning, housing,-rural and urban

development, social change, and national integration, just to mention

a few. A socially responsible press will turn its attention frequently

to these problems and take a crusading attitude towards their solution.

Perhaps the Indian press is turning its attention to these problems.

'Perhaps not. It can be confirmed only by a systematic analysis of the

,

manifest content of Indian newspapers.
.

In the absence of existing definitions of.dovelopmental news,

it became essential-to confirm the author's emn definition in the

light of critical opinions from leading communication scholars in

developing countries. Mr. M. -T. Desai of the Indian Institute of

Mass Communication agreed that "news bearing on developmental policies

and activities : and news relating to agricultural, development, food

production, family planning, labor welfare and social change will

certainly fall under the category of developmental news.
26'
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Mr. P. R. R. Sinha of the Asian Mass' Communication Research and

Information Centre (AMIC), Singapore, said that "development

ought to be viewed in totality encompassing improvements in social,

economic,-culturali-educational, and physical aspects, all so

intricately interwoven with the political systems of a-dountry.

Mr. C. R. Irani of Statesman, -Calcutta, though critical of modern

research and content analysis techniques, agreed that development

was synonymous with economic; development, that is, the struggle for

higher living- standards.26
(

5

Operationally, developmental news has been defined. for the

purpose of this study, as news relating to the primary, secondary,

and tertiary needs of a developing country. Primary'needs are food,

clothing, vid shelter. Seepndiry needs are development of agriculture,

industry and all economic activity which lead to the fulfillment of

I

the primary needsy-pIes-development of education, literacy, healthy

environment, medical research, family planning,,employment, labor

welfare, social change, national integration, and rural and urban

development. Tertiary needs are development of mass media, transport,

tourism, telecommunications, arts and cultural activities.

Primary needs are the immediate needs of an individual in a

developing society. Secondary and tertiary needs are needs which

an individual might very well think of postponing even though their

fulfillment may be vital to the itll-round development of a society,

and contribute to the total social, economic and political well being

of the nation. The development of means to meet the secondary and

tertiary needs May be essential to meet the primary needs on a

7
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continuing basis. To summarize, developmental news is defined for
A,

the purpose of this study as follows: editorials, features, letters to
A

editor, straight news and human interest Stories including pictures,

relating to:

1. administratilig refo

elimination, of red-tape and bureaucracy, introduction of
measures'which create better relations between the governors
and the governed; people's grievances;

2. agricultural development and food production:

farming, fertilizers, cattle, animal.husbandry, poultry,
artificial insemination, seeds, improved methods of
cultivation, land reforms, agricultural implements,
.mechanization, production of milk, meat, fish, vegetables,
horticulture, food production, canning, distribution, dairy
industry, farmers' problems;

3. economic activity:

foreign'aid, five-year-plans, central government's aid to
states, state governments' aid to villages, cooperative
movement, exports, imports, import substitution, taxation,
price increase, price reduction;,

4., education;

development of educational facilities, reforms in educational
systems, promotion of literacy, training of people in various
skills, organization of adult education, library movement;

5. employment and labor welfare:

creation of job opportunities, problems of the educated
unemployed, employment-oriented education, women's employment,
problems of industrial, agricultural and other types of
workers, workers' health, schemes for the betterment of
working coAditions ih factories and other places of work,
occupational safety, indIstrial hygiene, and occupational
health;

6. familY planning:

propagation of the need for faMily planning, working of the
programs already launched, plans for future programs,
organizations working in ,the field, production of contraceptives,
field workers and their problems;
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7. health; higiene, ,Ana medicine:

drinking water suprdy, eradicatlon of epidemics, nealth
promotional activities, provision of public conveniences,
environmental protectiOn, medical science research, infant
mortality: longevity;

8. hoasing: t-

problems of the nomeless; plans for mass housing, prolation
of low-cost comes, national nousing needs, inadequate
facilities in urban houses;

9. industrial, scientiftc, an technological development:

industrial output, proolems of various industries, statistics
relating to tne achievements, in vari)us industries, reasons
for not meeting pro.daction targets, self-sufficienoy in
resources, raw mateeial, s:.lentists' e.caievements, national
science laboratories, utilization of natural resolebes, -

inventions, industrialization, mechanization, automation,
method improvement, technological changes, basic industries,
atomio energy;

10. mass oommunications: 4

news relating to newspapers, radio, television, film, use of
the mass media for dissemination of information, rural forums,
freedom of speech, problems of the mass media, satellite
communications;

11. national integration:

promotion of inter-state and national cultural activities,
national academiesof letters and fine arts, promotion of
national languages, inter-caste and inter-religious marriages,
tribal,people's modernization, communal harmony;

12. rural and urban development:

village reconstruction, village industries, promotion of
traditional arts and crafts, migration of rural population
to urban areas; rural electrification, small-scale industries,
town and country planning, urban problems, urban slums;

13. social change:

fight against social evils such as the dowry system, caste
system, prostitution, juvenile delinquency, religious bigotry,
superstitious practices; prison reforms, civil rights,
minority proteotion, other sociological and anthropological
problems; and,

9
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14. telecommunication, tourism and transport development:

road transport facilities, movement of goods, mass transit,
poSis and telegraphs, development of tourism, national monuments,
historical sites, civil aviation, railwlys and telephones.

Grvernmental news

For the purpose of this study, gOvernmental news is defined as

eiitoria s features, letters to editor, and straight new including

pictures, relat.ng to the activities of government, and of government

officials, sub-oatego ized into;

1. changes in central and state governments;

2. defense, law and order, and police;

3. district and local administration;

4. foreign relations;

5. government committees;

6. inaugurations and dedications; ,

7. miscellaneous governmental activities such as
government's decisions on specific issues, press
communiques, orders, cabinet meetings, statements,
and announcements.

8. manieipalities and panchayats;.

9. parliament and state legislature proceedings;

10, personal news about ministers and government officials; and,

11. personnel changes such as aleantments, transfers,
promotions, awardsv tours, of ministers and other
government officials.

Political news

For the purpose of this study, political news is defined as

editorials, features, letters to-the editor, and straight news including
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pictures relating to .ene activities of political parties and politicians,

sub-categorized into:

1. boundary disputes:

disputes between states about boundaries usually played up
by newspapers and politicians for cheap regional appeal;

2. elections:

elections to all legislative 1.,,dies including local bodies;'

3. inter-party interactions:

politibal fights between various parties;

4. intra-party affairs:

activities of the same political parties excluding'
interactions with other parties;

5. lAor-management interactions:

--t

labor unions' activities; tripartite conferences;
managements' reaction to various labor matters (in India,
all labor unions are led by one political party or another);

6. language controversies:

people speaking different languages are incited'to
political'action by faotionists;

7. quasi-political organizations:

for example, students' unions, teachers' unions, pseudo-
cultural organizations, all of which are overtly or covertly
linked to political parties;

\ 8. regionalism:

arousing political feuds in the name of cheap regional
patriotism, for example, activities of Shiv Sena, Tamil Sena, etc.,

9. strikes:

including protest marches, sit- downs, lock-outs, vandalism by
political action, gheraos (the practice of surrounding an
opponent in his home, office or other place of work and not
permitting him to go out even for his primary physical needs).

In all there are 34 categories.
29
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Operational plan

The four newspapers selected for this study are Al (Hindi),

and Hindu (English), both independent newspapers; and Malayala Manorama

(Aalayala4),and Times of India (English), both parts of conglomerates

directed by people who have ybjor financial interests in cement, sugar,

chemicals, rubber, plastics and, other products.

Rationale for the selection of the four newspapers

Out of the total 12,250 newspapers published in ;ndia, only

the dailies which number 821emake up the universe of this study.

These 821 dailies are published in lb major languages of India. The

universe of the study is further narrowed down to those languages in

which dailies have the largest circulations. Frog the report of the

Registrar df Newspapers of India, it can be seen that English, Hindi,

and Malayalam dailies rank first, second,'' and third respectively in

circulation (vide Appendix,I). The three uages account for

nearly 45 per cent bynumber, and 54,per cent. by circulation of the

total al -India figures for the number and Circulation of dailies.

Another reason for confining the study to the dailies in the

three languages is the importance of each anguage in the all-India

context. English is the only link lane e in India, and itis the

de facto official language of the country. No communication is possible
ti

between all the states of the Indian Union without English. Hindi is

one of the national languages of the country with the greatest chance

to develop into a link language as it is spoken"by the largest number

of people. It is hoped that Hindi will replace' Eng,sh in the near

future. But instead of declining in importance, English has steadily

2

4
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gained' importance since Independence; in the field of journalism, this

e seen from the growth in number and circulation-of English news-
.

papers and magazines duridg the past twenty-five years. However, Hindi

, is the principal language in six out of twenty-one states of India and

because of its close affinity with Marathi and Gujarati, it is understood

by the people in Maharashtra and Gujarat. Roughly 30 per cent of India's

population can understand Hindi. Mal :yalam is the language of the most

literate state in India, Kerala. 4hile the average literacy is 30.1 per

cent, the literacy in Kerala is 60. 1 per cent. The newspaper diffusion

rate per 1000 persons is also the highest in Kerala, 65.2 against 16, the

national figure. The Unesco minimgm is 100 for 1000 persons.
30

Having defined the universe, the question of relating it

to the specific needs of the study arose. Since one purpose of the study

has been to determine if there is any statistically significant difference

between conglomerate dailies and independent dailies in the quantities

A 1

olHi'velopmental, governmental and politicial news they present, the problem

of selecting dailies in the two ownership categories has been solved

on the basis of circulation.' Since it is not feasible for a single ,

researcher to analyze several dailies in each category, two conglomerates

and two independents have been selected. Each newspaper selected has the

highest circulation in its own category. The four newspapers are

independent of one another. The selected newspapers are representative

of the categories of ownership, circulation, and language (vide

Appendices I and II). For example, Hindu is the highest circulated

independent English newspaper and Times of India, the highest'Circulated
40

conglomerate English newspaper.4.
zl

The period of study is 1973 during which Ai, Hindu, Malayala

Minorama, and Times of India published nearly 13,000 pages excluding

\to

R JS
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Sunday issues. Sunday issues have been eliminated from the sample

because they are differently designed and contain mostly magazine

material such as short stories, nfovie critiques, religious and

pnilosophic dissertations, and entertainment news.

The following categories of news have been excluded from

this study: foreign news or news with a foreign dateline; advertisements;

anniversaries; birthday celebrations; obituaries; religious ceremonies;

accidents; lotteries; crimes; non - political cartoons; jokes; comic

strips; results of educational and other competitions and examinations;

holiday notices; sports; entertainments; animals, pets, news about

religious heads and purely religious activities; children's and women's

leagues; festivals; social celebrities; fiction; weather reports;

cinema; index to news; and train, bus, air, ship travel timings.

Sampling

A sampling design originally used by Carter and Jones,
.31

and

32later by Budd, Thorpe, and Donohew, was adapted for constructing an

artificial year by taking the Monday of the first week of January,

Tuesday of the second week of February, Wednesday of the third week of

March, Thursday of the fourth week of April, Friday of the first week

of May; Saturday of the second week of June, and so on till Saturday of40

the fourth week of December.

Reliability

the reliability of the method was tested by the author himself

analyzing the same issues of each newspaper on two different days

separated by a week and by two graduate students proficient in English,

Hindi, and Malayalam. A high percentage of agreement was obtained for

the author's own codings on different dates, and for the codings of the
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graduate students because of the clarity of the definitions of,e'ach

main category and sub-category of the three types of news, and because

of the mutual exclusiveness of the categories and subcategories. 33

Validity

Since this is a purely descriptive study,_content or face

validity is considered sufficient.34 If the sample of dailies'analyzed

supports or does not support statements by leaders in India, documented

in the early part of this *study, the validity of the study will be

established. The categories and sub-categories have been judged by

independent researcl.es and social scientists and communications specialists

as mutually exclusive and adequate.

Assumptions

One of the assumptions of this study has been, that a quantitative

measurement of the three major categories Of news iri the sample newspapers

is a sufficient test of their interest in those types of news. If a

newspaper gives more space to developmental news than to political and

governmental news, that newspaper can be considered to have taken a

keen interest in developmental'activities. Another assumption is that

in developing countries, all mass media have a special responsibility

of taking more interest in problems connected with economic development

of the people and of presenting information that is vital to nation '

building. The three types of news - developmental, governmental, and

political - are certain to appear in all newspapers, but the quantities

of each type of news will differ.

Specific hypotheses

The specific hypotheses of this study are: 1. that the four

sample newspapers concentrate their attention on governmental and

15
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political news giving more space to those types of hews than to

developmental news; and 2. that there will be no statistically

significant difference among the four sample papers on the basis of

ownership as far as'the quantities of the three main categories of

news are conoerned.

Definitions

An independent newspaper is defined as a newspaper that is

chiefly owned by a person or a group of persons having no other business

or industrial interests 'under their direct management or directorship.

A conglomerate-controlled newsp \per is defined as a newspaper

that is chiefly owned by persons or groups, companies or trusts that

have other business or industrial,interesis under their direct management

or directorship. Out of the four newspapers selected, two (lia and Hindu)

are independents And the other two (Malayala Manorama and Times of India)

are congloierate-controlled.

Mode of measurement 1

Headlines and pictures have been taken as part of the'news

item and the measurement made in column inches. The number of items

has also been countel, since this study makes use of both the area in

column inches, and the items count for purposes of statistical calculations.

Area has been used for analysis of variance and items count for chi-square

analysis. In order to standardize the measurements made in'the four

newspapers (which differ in the number of pages), the area and items

per page are taken throughout as the standard. The quantitative analysis

of the three categories of news in terms of both area and items is

employedto heighten the accuracy of the results.
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Results support the first hypothesis. Ai gives 28.2 per cent

of its newshole to governmental and Political news, whereas only 19.5

per oent to developmental news. ;Hindu devotes 26.2 per cant of its

newshole to governmental and political news and 18.8 per cent to

developmental news. Manorama gives 37.2 per,Cent to governmental and

political news, and 10.3 per cent,to developmebltal news; the figures

for Times of India are 33.5 per cent and 9.2 pei cent, respectively.

All four newspapers, irrespective of ownership, use a larger

area for governmental and political news and a much smaller area for

developmental news. The first hypothesis of the study has, therefore,

been supported.

The second hypothesis has been that there will be rio statistically

significant difference among the for sample papers on the basis of

ownership as far as the quantities of the.three main categories of news

are concerned. Al and Hindu give 19.5 per cent and 18.8 per cent,

respectively of their newsholes to developmental news, whereas they

give only 13,9 per cent and 17.8 per cent respectively to governmental

news, and 14.3 per cent and 8.4 per cent, respectively, to political news.

Ad and Hindu are independent newspapers.

On the other hand, Manorama and Times of India give 25.1 per

cent and 22.7 per cent, respectively, of their newsholes to governmental

news, and 12.1 per cent and 10.8 per oent, respectively, to political

news. But they use only 10.3 per cent and 9.2 per cent, respectively,

of their newsholes for developmental news. This clearly indicates that

conglomerate-controlled Manorama and Times of India concentrate their



attention on governmental news and political'neys by giving more

space to those two categories of news than to developmental news.

In order to test whether the difference observed among the

newspapers is statistically significant, or just the result of chance,

an analysis of variance has been done.

Sable I

An analysis of variance in terms of the
a?ea per page of the three main

categories of news

N = 12 x 4

Newspaper. Developmental
news

(column inches

Governmental
news

(column inches

Political
news

column inches

Al, Varanasi = 24.271 7 = 17.848 = 17.232

Hindu, Madris F = 14.071 = 13.395' F = 6.394

Minorama,Kottayam = 10.353 = 22.396 = 10.782

TirAs., New Delhi = 9.239 = 20.838' = 9.879

Summary of the analysis

Source of,a,

variation
Sum of

sqqares df
Mean sum of
squares F-ratio

Total
Between rows

12220.12 143

(newspapers) 1424.36 3 474,79 7.8608 pLO.Ol
Between column
(areas) 986.77 2 493.39 8.1687 p'-0.01

Iriteraction 1836.13 6 306.02 5.0666 p10.01
Within cell 7972.86 132 60.40

It is clear from the above that the differences among the

newspapers and'among the areas are highly'significant with a statistical

3
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probability of ertor less than 0.01. The independents, Aj, and Hindu,

devote more area to developmental-news than the oonglomerates, Manorama,

and Times. The conglomerates give more area to governmental news than

the independents. Manorama devotes the maximum area to governmental

news, and Hindu the least, with Times and Al ranking second and third,

respectively. Al gives the maximum area to developmental news and

Times the least, with Hindu and MAnoraula ranking second and third

respectively. Since there Is a clear distinction between the two
4,

groups of newspapers in the sample, on the basis of ownership, the

second hypothesis has not been supported.

In order to test whether an items count analysis using a

different statistical tool will substantiate the above results, the

total number of items given by each newspaper for each main category

of news has been taken for chi-square analysis. Results Ow that

there is significant difference (pi:0.001 for Hindu, Manorama and Times

and p40.02 ,for Li for the three types of newN, and PA:0.001 for the

three types of news in all the four newspapers taken together) between

the quantities of developmental, governmental, and political news items

in each newspaper.

An in-depth analysis of all the thirty-four sub-categories

of news indicates that the top ten priorities on the basis of area do

=tam:dude family planning, social change, housing, communications,

national integration, education and literacy (except Al), health,

hygiene and medicine, administrative reforms, employment, and labor

welfare, whereas parliament and state legislature proceedings, foreign

relations, inter-party feud's, intra-party affairs, personal news and

changes relating to persons in authority, police, law,and order,



strikes happen to be among the top ten priorities,of all newspapers.

Table II

Rank order of the top ten priorities

of the four newspapers

Agricultural d elopment and
food producti n

Strikes
Intra-party aff rs
Miscellaneous go rnmental news
Rural and urban d velopment
Parliament and state legislatures
Education and lite acy
Economic activity
Inter-party interac ons
Foreign relations

Hindu

Parliament and state legislatures
Technical, scientific, and
industrial development

Economic activity
Agricultural development and
food production

Police, law and order and defense
Foreign relations
Inter-party interactions
Intra-party affairs
Strikes
Personnel changes

Malayala Menorama

Parliament and state legislatures
Inaugurations and dedications
Strikes c.

Miscellaneous governmental news
Agricultural development-and

food production
Intra-party affairs
Police; law and order, and defense
Personal news about ministers
Technical, scientific, and

industrial development
Quasi-political organizations

Times of India

Parliamentand state legislatures
Strikes
Foreign relations
Intra -party affairs

Police,law and order, defense
Agricultural development and
food production

Inter-party-interactions-
Miscellaneous governmental news
Technical, scientific.and
industrial development

Personnel changes

Conclusions

The findings reported above show that the four sample

newspapers, irrespective of ownership, devote more area to governmental

and political news than to developmental news. But the independent

newspapers give more developmental than governmental or political

news; the conglomerates more governmental than developmental or

political news. An all-category analysis shows that the four newspapers

20
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ignore vital developmental problems: The top ten priorities of the

four newspapers do not include communications, health, hygiene, medicine,

family planning, housing, employment and labor welfare, national'

e
integration, administrative reforms, and rural and urban development.

All newspapers focus attention on.parliament and state legislature

proceedings, quasi-political organizations, inter-party interactions,

intra-party affairs, strikes, inaugurations and dedications, personal

news about ministers and government officials, miscellaneous governmental

activities, and personnel changes in government.

It is obvious that ownership is not the only major contributor

to the indifference of the sample newspapers towards developmental

news sub-categories, although independents take more interest than

conglomerates in developmental issues. Perhaps there is no awareness

among the sample newspapers' publishers, editors, and reporters about

the Special responsibility of journalists in developing countries.

These newspapers, it seems, follow the traditional practice in

pre-independent India, namely, reporting the utterances, itineraries,

and dedicatory acts of persons in authority, whether they be legislators,

ministers or government officials. Otherwise, there cannot be such a

heavy concentration of attention on parliament and state legislature

proceedings, inaugurations and dedications, personal news about

ministers and government officials, and personnel changes in government.

There is. conclusive evidence in this study for the greater

attention given by conglomerate - controlled newspapers to governmental

news than by independent newspapers. Whether this is the result of the

conglomerates' eagerness to please government for winning favor from

various ministries sanctioning industrial licenses is an open question.
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A more detailed analysis of the news with emphasis on the content of

each news item will be necessary to find an answer. Since this is

a preliminary study, and the method is quantitative, results of the

study merely state the quantities of tle different types of news in

each newspaper and the quantity of each sub-category of news.

Recommendations

1. In order to determine whether all newspapers in India have

the same indifferent attitude to developmental news, a larger sample

from the sixteen major languages of India should be taken up for

analysis.

2. It is necessary to analyze more independent newspapers and

conglomerate-controlled newspapers to draw definite conclusions as to

whether ownership is really responsible for the' indifference of newspapers

to developmental problems.

3. A cross-media study of developmental news content in

radio, television, and daily newspapers of India is- recommended.

4. A cross-national study of developmental news is recommended,

particularly in the media of developing countries in, Asiat Africa, and

South America.
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Appendix I

The Top Ten Languages of India -

Based on the Highest Daily
Newspaper Circulation

Rank Language

.

,

Circulation
(million)

Number of
dailies

Diffusion
Rate++

1

2

English

Hindi

2.220

1.520

78

222

*

,

11.30( ''

Malayalam 1.110 60 65.20

4 Marathi 0.910 77 27.34

5 Tamil '0.908 97 29.71

6 Gujarati 0.683 43 33.60

7 Bengali 0.597 15 17.60

8 Urdu 0.376 102 16.12

9 Kannada 0.314 39 .18.03

10 Telugu 0.237 17 .. 6..29., w.

Source: Press in India, 1972 (16th Annual RoPort of the Registrar

of Newspapers), New Delhi: Government of India, 1972, and .

India: A Reference Annual, 1973 (see footnote No. 30)

-H-Diffusion Rate is the number -of copies of the dailies

available for 1000 of the population. The Unesco minimum .

is 100.

*Diffusion rate, for English is not available since the
figures for the number of people speaking English are not
'given in any statistical publication. It is a paradox

that the \English newspapers enjoy the highest circulation .

in the country.

Note: 53 per cent of total circulation of all dailies in the

. major languages of India and 46 per cent of the total number of
dailies are shared by English, Hindi and Malakalam dailies,
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Appendix II
r-,

Five Big Conglomerate Newspapers of India

Name of con-
glomerate
company

fatal nn. of
news and non-
news in
publications

1971

Total circulation
of the most important
daily in the group
in 1971.

Total circulation
of all newspapers
in the group,1971

(million)

Bennett Coleman Times of Indial
& Co. Ltd. 29 3 editions

cir: 262,302

2
Express Group 26 Indian Express

7 editions
air: 548,511

Hindustan Times & . .

Allied Publications 13

Statesman. Ltd.

Hindustan Times
1 edition

cir: 149,566
. ,

. 5 Statesman4
2 editions

.cir: 193,522

Malayala Manorama
-Co. ltd. 3. *LIJILIalaliannalitl

2 editions

cir: 317,974 0.60

1.82

1.35

0.58

0.23

Total 76 1,471,875 4,58

Note: The total circulation of newspapers in India is 29:6 million, out of
which 4.6 million is commanded by these five groups, i.e., roughly 15
per cent. Out of 9 million circulation for dailies, iese groups!
most important dailies alone command roughly 28 per cent. Besides,
Bennett Coleman & Co., and the Indian Express and Hindustan Times
grodps have other newspapers besides the ones mentioned above.
Bennett Coleman & Co. Ltd. commands' 13.9 per cent of the total
circulation of English newspapers, ,4.6,1 per cent of Hindi newspapers,
and 12.5 per cent of Maratha newspapers. The Express group commands
21.4 per cent in EngliEto 17.5 per cent in Marathi, 48.5 per cent, in
Telugu, 17:1 per cent 4F Kannada, and 18.4 per cent in Tamil. The
Hindustan Timesgroup commands 8.1 per cent of the circulation in English,
and 12.1 per cent in aindi. The Statesman group commands 8.7 per cent
of the'circulation in English. The Malayala Manorama group commands
28.5 per cent of the circulation in Malayalam.
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Footnotes in Appendix II

Circulation

Times of India, 'Bombay 1,56,904

2Indian, &press, Bombay 1,03,200

3Hindustan Times, N61.7 Della 1,49,566

4
Statesman, Calcutta 1,50,228

5
Malayaia Manorama, Kottayaqt 2,11,050

Note: *then the highest circulated edition of the daily in each

27

of the conglomerate-controlled n'ewspapers is taxen; Times of India

leads the rest of the English lacquage newspapers and Malayala Manorama

leads the Indian language newspapers.

Among the independent English newspapers, Hindu has the

highest circulation, 2,01,357 in three editions of which the Madras

edition has a circulation of 1,41,376. Among the independent Hindi

newspapers, Al has the highest circulation, 45,000.


